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Qualitative Collaborative Sensing in Smart
Phone Based Wireless Sensor Networks
Wilson Thomas, E. Madhusudhana Reddy

Abstract: Collaborative sensing has become a novel approach
for smart phone based data collection. In this process individuals
contributes to the participatory data collection by sharing the
data collected using their smart phone sensors. Since the data is
gathered by human participants it is difficult to guarantee the
Quality of the data received. Mobility of the participant and
accuracy of the sensor also matters for the quality of data shared
in such environment. If the data shared by such participants are
of low quality the purpose of collaborative sensing fails. So there
must be approach to gather good quality of data from
participants. In this paper we propose a Truth Estimation
Algorithm (TEA) to identify the truth value of the data received
and filter out anomalous data items to improve the quality of
data. To encourage the participants to share quality information
we also propose an Incentive Allocation Algorithm (IAA) for
qualitative data collection.
Keywords—collaborative sensing; Truth Value; Smart
Phones; Truth Discovery, Incentive based approach.

Figure1: Collaborative Sensing & data Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart phones are unprecedented tool for collecting
empirical data. Modern smart phones are equipped with
accelerometer, gyroscope, GPS, and high resolution camera.
They are capable of sensing, mobile computing, and data
sharing information with the support of wide mobile
networks and social networking sites. Since these devices
travel with people they can be used to collect more precise
and real-time data in space and time. Collaborative sensing
[1] is the process where individuals and communities use
their smart phones and internet to collect and analyze
real-time data on the fly. This technique is useful for
developing applications for social well being like Pollution
detection, health care applications, security and surveillance
etc. The major component of this architecture is the
participants with smart phones who collect and share sensor
data such as images, voice records, accelerometer data etc.
The collaborative sensing application can be distributed
among participants through application store such as Google
play or App store. In collaborative sensing using smart
phones, data gathering can be triggered by participants
themselves or through campaigning [2] in which individuals
shares sensor data in response to queries of the organizer.
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Data collected through the campaign need to be analyzed
by application servers to extract useful information. However
it is difficult to ensure quality of the data collected by these
smart phones as the participant behave unreliable and
maliciously. Hence the major challenge in the use of social
sensing application is the noisy nature of data received. In
this context the algorithms that can estimate the data quality
of the data and underlying truth have drawn significant
attention. There many Truth estimation Algorithms
available in different research areas.
Truth estimation
approaches are generally not supervised, hence the
originality of the source can be trusted based on the quality of
data. High trust values will be assigned to the sources which
give reliable data. These data collected from such reliable
sources will be considered as truths. Teseus is a payment
based approach that deals with workers’ deliberate behavior,
and reward good quality data sharing from participants. In
Bayesian Nash Equilibrium of the non-cooperative game
induced by Teseus, all participants will best work on sensing,
which improves their data quality. Hence the final results
calculated afterward by truth discovery algorithms based on
participant’s data will be highly accurate. Incentives based
approach in collaborative sensing focus on inspiring the
participants to share useful data by giving monitory
reimbursement. Mobility based incentivizing the participants
are an approach for quality data collection in collaborative
sensing. In this approach people are encouraged to move to
the unknown regions for data collection. With this approach
the participant gets incentivized and organizer gain more
accurate data.
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for each i ∈ G do
Truth value finding: infer this value for object
i
Using the recent finding of quality
estimation Qi
end
Quality estimation: update quality value {Qi}i∈S
using the latest calculated truth value.

II. RELATED WORK
There has been many research conducted on
addressing the problem of data accuracy through data
aggregation, trust value calculation, malicious behavior of
participants. These people can disrupt the sensing purpose by
supplying low quality information. They can be spamming or
misleading other participants. [3] Propose an approach for
preserving privacy and quality of data in collaborative data
sharing with Quality-aware Attribute-based Filtering
technique. Anonymization Techniques for Preserving Data
Quality in Participatory Sensing [4] discuss optimization
techniques to preserver data quality. [5] Explains data quality
estimation in crowed sensing platforms based on context. [6]
Proposes techniques for achieves higher decision accuracy of
sensor nodes. [7] Suggests quality estimation and monetary
incentive, for participatory sensing.

end
Return: {Ti} i ∈G, { Qi}i ∈S
---------------------------------------------------------------------One of the pioneer approach in truth finding is proposed in [9]
where TruthFinder decides reputation of each source based on
probability that it sends the correct data. It then averages the
reputation value to calculate the trustworthiness of the source.

III. Q UALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION
=

Truth Discovery Techniques

We have proposed a series of approaches for Truth
estimation of the source of the data.

In [10] it estimates the truthiness of a claim by Truth calculates
the “probability” of a claim by considering that reliability of
data source is the probability that it sends correct data. It takes
the average of reliability values to calculate truthiness for every
claim from participants.

a. Truth estimation Algorithm (TEA)

Research on trust estimation [8] considers the fact that
data gathered about the same event by two or more
participants are likely to conflict. This can be due to many
reasons like imperfect data collection, network delays, bad
weather etc. The following notations are used in the proposed
TEA algorithm.
 Object: An object i ∈ G is the object to be monitored
for data gathering.
 Smart Phone: A Smart Phone s ɛ S is the individual
participant in the event. {Xi,s} denote object i is
monitored by smart phone s.
 Source-claim matrix: This matrix is of the order SXG.
Each entry Si Gj says whether a smart phone s has
claimed the ownership of entry j.
 Quality: Qs express the quality metric for the
probability that smart phone s provide reliable data.
 Truth: This value for an object i, considered as as Tj ,
is the most reliable data collected from a set of
observations.
Problem statement: Let S be a set of smart phones and G
be the set of events being monitored. For each smart
phone s ∈ S, estimate an optimal truth value {Ts} where
s ∈ S, from a set of observations {Xi,s} where i ∈G, s∈S.
received from different sources.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Algorithm1: Framework for Truth value calculation
Input: Observations from sources {Xi,s} where i ∈G, s∈S
Output: Optimal truths {Tj}i ∈ G and the estimated
source probability {Ps }where s ∈S
Initialize: Quality estimation {Qi }i ∈S
while optimization not achieved do
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(1)

Incentive based Approach
In this approach we encourage the participants to
contribute valuable data by providing incentives. This
algorithm takes set of target events E and participants P and
sensor data s, and {ap,bp}|p∈ P} where ap and bp are quality
factors related to the participants. The calculation of
incentive to any participant is based on peer prediction
method [11] which decides the incentives based on the data
collected by a participant and the difference of it with a
reference participant data.
b. Incentive Allocation Algorithm (IAA)
-----------------------------------------------------------------Input: T, P, P’, s, {ap,bp}|p∈ P};
Output: {Qp | p ∈ P};
foreach participant p ∈ P do
if p ∈ P’ then
Pickup another participant w∈ P’ in random;
Qs← bp − ap
- );
else
Qs← 0;
return {Qp | p ∈ P};
As per the above IAA algorithm if the participant p
take part in data collection algorithm picks another random
participant. The payment Qs for the participant is calculated
as
Qs← bp − ap
- )
If the participant’s data shows more similarity to the
reference data higher the payment Qs will be. If the
participant moves out from the
task the payment Qs is set to 0
for him. At the end the
algorithm return incentives
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allocated for all the participants.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
Here, we analyze the performance of our approaches
for qualitative data collection, Truth Estimation Algorithm
(TEA) and Incentive Allocation Algorithm (IAA). We
compare the performance of our IAA algorithm with the well
known research work in this area called MSensing [15]
auction technique.
A. Simulation Setup
For simulation set up we deploy the smart-sense
application in an area of 200m × 200m. This square region is
again partitioned into 100 small squares of 20m × 20m area.
We assume that 400 sensing tasks and 300 participants are
distributed randomly the area.
We consider below parameter for analysis.
 Completion Ratio is the ratio of data collection task
finished by the individuals.


Allocation ratio



Social Welfare

is the ration of participants winning the
auction being allocated incentives.
is completed data collection jobs minus
total data collection cost.

B. Performance comparison
Simulation results shows that our approach
outperforms MSensing with respect to the performance
parameters (a) task completion ratio, (b) allocation ratio and
(c) social welfare. It performs better when the number of
participants are high. When n = 150 and σ = 10, with respect
to MSensing, our approach improves parameter (a) by 100%,
parameter (b) by 66.6%, and parameter (c) by 63%. Now
consider σ = 10 and n=300, with respect to MSensing, our
approach improves the parameter (a) by 145.4%,
parameter(b) by 143.3%, parameter (c) by 146.7%. The
reason for this is, in MSesnsing mechanism the participants
are grouped in popular regions and there is a chance of losing
the auction. But incentive based approach encourage the
individual to change location to unknown regions and finish
data collection.
VII. CONCLUSION
The TEA algorithm helps to calculate truthiness of
the collaborative data received. In IAA approach we have
proposed a technique to incentivize participants of
collaborative data collection based on mobility where
participants are motivated for data collection from unpopular
areas. Based on theoretical analysis it is clear that the
proposed approach holds true for truthfulness and efficiency
in qualitative data collection. Hence the incentive based
mechanism outperforms the traditional campaigning
approach for collaborative data collection.
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